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Microsoft has mandated “End of Life” for the Windows CE Core 6.0 EMB ESD OEI Core
Runtime operating system that powers the DataMyte 600. Included in that mandate is
that DATAMYTE, as vendors embedding the software in our products, can no longer sell
any devices that run on that operating system after February 28, 2022.

•

Microsoft will not issue any more updates to the operating system (Windows CE Core
6.0 EMB ESD OEI Core Runtime) that powers the DataMyte 600 data collector.

•

These external factors may limit the use and operational duration of the DataMyte
600s

•

We, DATAMYTE, will continue to provide support for your devices per an outlined
schedule and under defined conditions.
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End of Life Policy
ASI DATAMYTE, Inc. (“DATAMYTE”) reserves the right to discontinue hardware
products or specific software versions for a variety of reasons.

Product Life Timeline

General Availability
DATAMYTE will make a product generally available to its customers. The date that the
Hardware and Software becomes generally available to the public is the General
Availability date.
After the General Availability of the product, DATAMYTE will provide Hardware and
Software Support in accordance with the DATAMYTE Support and
Maintenance Agreement contract.
End of Life (EOL) Announcement
DATAMYTE will publicly communicate to the customer base the discontinuance of the
DATAMYTE Product Version in an End of Life announcement.
End of Life (EOL) Date
End of Life Date means the date when all Hardware and Software Support shall cease
for a Version. DATAMYTE will cease engineering related to the Hardware or Software
version and will cease providing support related to the applicable Device or Release,
including root cause analysis, workarounds, servicing, repairs, and patches.
Continued Support Schedule
•

Devices will be supported for 7 years, through February 28, 2029, with an active
Support and Maintenance Agreement (SMA) contract at the time of service.
– Includes repairs, maintenance, and updates
– SMA needs to carry an active status for the duration of support
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Continued Support Schedule
•

Devices without active SMA contracts will be supported for 2 years, through February
28, 2024.
– The cost of maintenance and repairs will vary based on device capabilities and
availability of parts.
– Contact customer service at Customer.Service@datamyte.com for a repair
quote.

Support and Maintenance Agreement (SMA) Contracts
•
•
•
•

SMA provides a wide variety of benefits including repair coverages, expedited
servicing, and discounts on new device purchases.
SMA should be maintained annually. For details on the pricing and benefits, please
discuss with your Sales Representative.
SMA contracts can be reinstated. Fees may apply.
No SMA reinstatements on expired (End of Life) DataMyte 600 devices will be allowed
after end of operating system life date of February 28, 2022.

Option Scenarios
Upgrade to the new technology, Revolution data collector, for long term and
enhanced functionality.
•

We have some aggressive discounts available for a “buy-back” program for DataMyte
600’s as well as the DataMyte 501’s.

Maintain active SMA contracts to ensure support for up to 7 years.
Proceed with discontinued Microsoft support.
•
•
•

Understand while we will do our best to support your product, Microsoft is
discontinuing the operating system and support of it.
Provided that your devices continue to operate, they will be supported up through
the dates as described under the Continued Support Schedule section, its stipulated
terms, and based on parts availability.
In the event DATAMYTE is not able to satisfy the repair, we will do our best to offer you
an attractive upgrade to the Revolution.

We recommend either upgrading to the Revolution or continuing to renew your Support
and Maintenance agreement for the entire duration of the product’s support.
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